
WHAT IS THE AEROBOX?
AeroBox is a brand new take on the aging, traditional truck tool box. Think of it like a trunk for your truck.  While most other truck 
boxes stay permanently mounted near the cab, AeroBox is mounted near the tailgate, and easily removable.  It also sits below the  
truck rails, which means it can be used with most tonneau covers.  These simple innovations make the traditional truck cargo box  
obsolete.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF AEROBOX?

HOW DOES AEROBOX IMPROVE AERODYNAMICS?

Because of AeroBox's unique design, it can do things that 
most  other truck boxes cannot

Rear mounting allows for easy access to cargo without
the need to climb into the bed
Can be easily removed and rolled away to provide you
with all of your truck bed area when needed 
Sits below rails which allows for use with most
traditional tonneau covers
Puts weight over rear wheels for increased traction 
Patented design Improves truck's aerodynamics

AeroBox increases your fuel economy by reducing your truck's
wind drag. The unique position and computer engineered  
shape of the AeroBox™  provides significant aerodynamic  
improvement, increasing fuel economy. According to CFD  
analysis of a truck with the tailgate up as opposed to a truck  
with an AeroBox, it was found that AeroBox reduces the drag  
coefficient by 4.25%. 

GET MORE FROM YOUR TRUCK . . . 
with a more aerodynamic & ergonomic cargo box

The AeroBox™ is a rear mounted, secure truck cargo box that improves aerodynamics and creates an easily accessible and 
portable space for storage.  This unique tailgate cargo box integrates practical, well-designed features such as tie down hooks,  
easy access to cargo at tailgate, configurable storage, and much more, to make your work easier and your truck more useful for  
you and your family.  AeroBox™ also works terrific with hitch cargo racks on SUV's, vans, and cars.

GET ORGANIZED
Avoid the hassle of trying to retrieve loose items that have rolled around in the truck bed.  Keep items secure from damage and 
out  of sight of thieves.  You don't have to stuff your valuables in the cab anymore because you don't have a good way to store 
them in  all that space you have in the bed!  The AeroBox rear mounted cargo box will greatly increase the ways you can use 
your truck by  providing easy to access, secure storage space at the tailgate.

ADD UTILITY

The unique rear mounted truck bed position of the AeroBox™ provides many advantages over traditional tool/cargo boxes 
mounted behind the cab.  See how much more use you can get from your truck when your stored items are more easily 
accessible at the  tailgate!  The Aerobox is also portable and can be easily "un-docked" from the truck to open up the full cargo 
capacity of your bed,  wheeled away to your job-site, campsite, or nicely stored in the garage.  Try that with a traditional truck bed 
tool/cargo box!  The  AeroBox can also be used with many tonneau covers (please confirm fit before buying).

https://www.carid.com/aerobox/


No More Loose Cargo Moving Around
Contain all of your gear in an easy to access, secure AeroBox™. Optional 
removable dividers make organization simple for whatever size object you store!
Store large and small items without worry. The AeroBox™ is secure to protect 
valuables, yet is easy to slide in and out of the truck bed. Your belongings won’t 
get wet, either. It’s sealed and manufactured with ultra-grade plastic so it 
withstands various weather conditions.

Transport your bike and your gear safely and easily in your truck bed with the AeroBox’s™ tire holsters configurable
 divider panels, and cross bed tie down rings.

Don't keep wasting your time loading 
and unloading the same gear in your 
truck.  Keep it nicely stored and 
protected in the AeroBox.  You can 
easily dock and undock the AeroBox in 
the back of your truck with patented 
keyed lock side panels. Then 
use the integrated handle and 
durable wheels to roll your contained 
cargo to your:

sports activity site
campsite
boat dock
favorite hunting spot
job-site
storage facility
garage
truck
. . . and anywhere in between

Easily undock rear mounted cargo
 box

Makes excellent storage container
 even out of the truck

Easily tote your cargo to your
 activity site in one secure cargo

 container

Easy to access your gear at the
 tailgate

Bring your stored and protected
 gear to your campsite, favorite

 hunting spot, or down to the boat

Store multiple Aerobox truck bed
 storage containers in your garage
 to organize all your stuff without

 having to re-pack it



The AeroBox is the Perfect Truck Accessory for Sports and Outdoor Enthusiasts

With nearly 11 cu. ft of usable storage and 56 inch inside width, the AeroBox™ manages both long/large and
small  equipment with configurable storage.
Secure your golf clubs, rifles, baseball equipment, camping chairs, tackle boxes, from the weather or theft, while at your
easy reach.
Additional cross-bed tie down hooks makes securing bikes, rods, and other larger accessories easier and more robust.

Portable, Secure Storage gets Your Stuff Exactly Where you Want It . . . In One
 Trip!

Moving gear in and out of your truck? Easily undock your AeroBox from the Dock-n-Lock side panels and roll your stuff right
 where you want it in one trip (like a big rolling suitcase) with the integrated wheels and handle . . . and you don't have to be
Hercules to do it!
Stop loading and unloading your gear piece-by-piece.  Take your Aerobox with all your gear on an easy stroll to your

 campsite, boat, sports field, worksite, or wherever you need you stuff to go and start enjoying your activity sooner.

Whether Going on a Family Camping Trip or a Weekend Hunt . . . The AeroBox
 will Get You on Your Way Faster and With Less Hassle



Stop straining to pack your gear in and out of the truck bed.  Keep your things secure and within easy reach with the
 AeroBox.
Stop spending your activity time tracking down your gear and checking off lists.  Keep your gear stored in the AeroBox

 where you know where it is and it is ready when you are.  Don't mess up your outing by leaving important things behind.
 Honey, did you pack the tent?

Transform your truck to the ultimate transporter of you and your equipment to the field of play!

Undock the AeroBox from your truck and wheel it away to your activity site, or in to the garage for clean and organized storage of your gear

It can be tough to get gear in and out of the truck bed. Your things are not protected and are jostled around during transit. There is a better way!



The AeroBox Rear Mounted Pickup Truck Box is Perfect for . . .

Construction Workers and DIYers
Storing power tools, hardware, or materials in a big truck bed can result in loose, damaged, or stolen 
items. Secure and protect it on site and off with a lockable, portable AeroBox™ truck bed tool box.

Outdoor Enthusiasts, Hunters, Fishers, . . . 
Weatherproof, durable and secure storage for campers, hunters, fisherman and many other sports
enthusiasts who need to keep dirty, smelly gear out of the cab, but safe and secure. The 
AeroBox™  is perfect for lugging your equipment to your favorite spot in one trip and then nicely 
stored away back in the garage without having to unpack it all when you return.

Shoppers
Are you one who tries to cram all your shopping in the cab of your truck because all that truck bed
storage space is just no good for keeping your things secure?  What's all that space good for 
anyway, if you can't use it for shopping?  Now you can keep your purchases safe while you’re 
away  from your vehicle and prevent them from rolling in the truck bed while driving with a secure 
cargo  box that makes loading and unloading easy.

Parents
Tired of packing all that equipment and lugging it to your activity site again and again? That big tool
box behind the cab is just not that useful and is very hard to access your things.  Now you can 
easily store camp chairs, blankets, snacks and your kid’s sports equipment in one convenient 
pickup bed storage container, so it’s ready to go when you are.  Easily access your things right at 
the tailgate and stop straining!  You can even haul all that gear from the garage to the field in one 
trip by un-docking your Aerobox and wheeling it away!

Tailgaters
Be prepared to have a great time at the game, knowing that you have all your tailgate party items
nicely stored in your AeroBox.  Be the envy of everyone else whose stuff is scattered in bags and 
boxes.  Now you can secure your food, coolers, and tailgating accessories together in the rear 
mounted tailgate storage box for easy access right at the tailgate, just where you need it!

Does the back of your pickup look
 like this?

Transform your truck bed into a well  
organized space you can be proud  of.

Accessing your stuff will be much less of a hassle and your
property will be more secure from damage or theft with the rear  
mounted AeroBox  truck cargo box.

If so, then YOU do!  Unorganized, loose cargo can make a 

mess of your truck, can be easily damaged and hard to reach. 



Main Product Features

Easier Access Improve Truck Performance & Safety

No more need to climb in
or reach over pickup bed!
Easy cargo access at
tailgate opening
Great for all truck owners 
Like a trunk for your truck!

Reduced wind resistance 
- saves fuel
Rear weight distribution
 - increases traction
Low profile

 - improves rear visibility

Will not sag like other plastic
 boxes

 - Steel reinforced opening
 - non-cantilevered, floor mounted

Greater Utility & Flexibility Enhanced Security & Portability

Works with many tonneau
 covers, bed bars, and racks
 (please confirm)
11 cu. ft. of interior space fits
 lots of gear: tools/materials,
 sports/camp gear, shopping,
 tailgating, etc.
Removes easily, opening full
 truck bed cargo capacity

Weather tight, durable
 construction protects your
 valuables from man & nature
Sits below bed rails, out-of-
sight, discouraging theft
Secures to truck bed in seconds
 with patented 
dock-n-lock system
Move your things in one trip!
 Roll box to jobsite, activity, or
 garage with integrated handle
 & wheels

Applications:
Fits most make/model/year full size light-duty and heavy-duty pick-up
 trucks:

Chevrolet Silverado (1500, 2500, 3500)
GMC Sierra (1500, 2500, 3500)
Dodge/RAM (1500, 2500, 3500)
Ford F-150/250/350
Toyota Tundra
Nissan Titan  

- Please confirm minimal opening size of your truck’s bed before
 ordering. There must be a minimum 58.5 inch unobstructed opening
 for the AeroBox to slide between the rear vertical rails of the tailgate
 opening. 
- The AeroBox may not fit specialty truck beds or those with certain
 aftermarket modifications, such as bed extenders or plastic liners that

 do not conform to the truck's inner side walls. 
- The current version of the AeroBox does not fit compact or mid-size
 trucks.

 tailgate. 

Technical Details

 Standard Assembly Features:

Main door includes:

       - Premium hooked cam locks (2), providing excellent
 security.

 - Integrated features for keeping small parts, screws, etc. 
 neatly contained and easily accessible. 

Removable load floor - additional storage for small items
 below
Integrated handle and wheels makes moving all your
 stuff to the job, activity, or garage easy . . . like a cargo
 box on a dolly!
Seamless rotational molded LLDPE construction (same
 as for water tanks, kayaks, coolers) and high quality
 bulb seal around main door keep the elements away
 from your cargo.
Integrated features for securing bicycles, ladders, pipes,
 etc. and to keep them from sliding around and off your

 Additional Features with Premium Assembly:

Adjustable Dock-n-Lock Left and Right Side Panels
 - Right side panel includes locking compartment
 - Left side panel includes small storage shelf and 12V

       receptacle provision (receptacle sold
 separately)

Interior Divider Panels (2)
Tie down hooks (3)

Please note: There must be at least 62 inches of truck bed
 width (inner sheet metal) for at least 17 inches forward of the
 rear post stake/tail gate opening rails for the side panels to fit.
 This is the case for almost all full size pickup beds.  

However, some aftermarket products such as drop in liners,
 bed extenders and/or integrated OEM accessories, such as
 the RAM box may interfere.  



Improve Your Trucks Performance
The AeroBox™ not only looks great in your truck, it can give your truck added performance:

1. The aerodynamic shape of the Aerobox and position at the rear of the bed reduces drag (wind resistance), thus improving
fuel economy!

2. At the rear of the bed, weight is more distributed to the rear driven wheels, improving traction.  No more bags or rocks or
salt!

3. Many traditional truck boxes mounted behind the cab obscure rear visibility.  The AeroBox™ sits below the side rails, so
your view is clear.

The Aerodynamically Designed Truck Box Helps to Improve the Fuel
 Economy

When properly mounted, your AeroBox™ can actually improve your fuel economy!  Wind tunnel simulations show drag coefficients
are reduced by 4.25% compared to trucks without the AeroBox. 
This article also helps clear up the myth that lowering your tailgate will reduce the wind drag on your truck.  Actually, the opposite 
is true.  “Our wind tunnel data falls in line with industry conclusions – that the tailgate down configuration is significantly higher in 
drag than the tailgate up (around 2-3%),” says Mark Gleason, Supervisor / Aerodynamics at the DaimlerChrysler Scientific Labs 
and Proving Grounds.  Keeping the tailgate down can actually add a little lift to the back of your truck.  Not good, especially for a 
vehicle type that is already a little "light in the rear."  

Improve Traction with the Weight at the Rear
Having the weight of the Aerobox and its contents over the rear axle can actually improve traction, so no more salt or sand bags in
 the back when winter sets in.

Improve Rear Visibility
Most tool boxes extend well above the rails, changing the look of your truck.  They will not work with standard tonneau covers, rail
 bars, racks, etc., and can inhibit rear window visibility.



The Many Uses of the AeroBox

Stop straining to get your tools or other cargo out of your cab mounted tool
 box or truck bed! Easily reach the rear-mounted storage from your AeroBox
 large capacity truck box.
Moving gear in and out of your truck? With multiple AeroBoxes™, you can
 store all your equipment then swap AeroBoxes™ in and out of your truck to
 quickly and easily transport stored goods.
Take your Aerobox portable truck box on a stroll to your campsite, boat,
 sports field, worksite, or wherever you need you stuff to go by simply
 undocking your Aerobox and wheeling it away with the built in handle and
 wheels.

Cargo Management &
 Storage

Convenient Access &
 Portability

Work, Play, Life

No more messy truck beds!

Storage compartments can be 
adjusted to best fit your cargo

Great for storing tailgating supplies 
for easy access

No more straining to access your 
stuff from the truck bed!

AeroBox undocks from your truck, 
then can be securely docked back in 
with ease!

Take all your things with you at once!

Easily cart away all your gear in a 
single trip using the integrated 
handle and wheels

Keep your tools secure, yet easily 
accessible to you when you need 
them

Secure and convenient truck box 
for your golf clubs or other sports 
gear

Excellent storage space for 
hunters and fishers with easy 
access at the tailgate

Easily secure your bike and your 
gear with the tailgate storage box

Transform your truck from cluttered to clean with an AeroBox.

No need to pack and unpack. Store 
your cargo box in the garage and 
mount it in your truck when 
needed

Take your gear to your campsite, 
boat dock, or sport field with 
portable truck bed storage box

Easily store your groceries or 
other purchases securely and out 
of sight in the back of your 
pickup



General Specifications:

Box Width: 58.5 in.
Box Depth: 19 in.
Box Height: 19 in.
Assembled Weight: 50 lbs.
Black grained texture
Made in the USA
Fits most full size light-duty and heavy duty pick-up trucks, such as
 GM Silverado, GMC Sierra, Dodge RAM, Ford F-150/250, Toyota
 Tundra
Please confirm minimal opening size of your truck’s bed before
 ordering. There must be a minimum 58.5 inch unobstructed opening
 for the AeroBox to slide between the rear vertical rails of the tailgate
 opening. 

We’re sorry, the AeroBox may not fit specialty trucks or those with
 certain aftermarket modifications, such as bed extenders or plastic
 liners that do not conform to the trucks inner side walls.

The current version of the AeroBox does not fit compact or mid-size
 truck models of any make.

Standard Assembly Features:
Removable main door includes (2) premium hooked
 cam locks, providing excellent security.  
Main door includes integrated features for keeping small
 parts, screws, etc. neatly contained and easily
 accessible.
Door can be removed and used as a portable work
 surface
Removable load floor/additional concealed storage for
 small items
Integrated handle and high quality wheels makes
 moving all your stuff to the job-site or in to the garage
 easy . . . like a cargo box on a dolly!
Seamless rotational molded construction (same as for
 water tanks, kayaks, coolers) and high quality bulb seal
 around main door keep the elements away from your
 cargo.
Recessed features for securing bicycles, ladders, pipes,
 etc. and keep them from sliding around and off your
 tailgate. 
1/4 turn universal floor mount fasteners make securing
 your box to the truck and easy task.  Some alternative
 hardware may be necessary for some drop-in liner
 geometries.  In addition, for very heavy loads and/or
 severe driving conditions, additional constraint is
 recommended.
Please refer to installation instructions for the Standard
 Assembly for further information regarding how the
 AeroBox will work for your particular configuration.

Additional Features with Premium Assembly:
Adjustable Dock-n-Lock Left and Right Side Panels
 - Right side panel includes locking compartment
 - Left side panel includes small storage shelf and 12V
 access features

Interior Divider Panels with integrated features for
 hunt/fish gear (2)
Tie down hooks (3)

Please note: There must be at least 62 inches of truck bed  
width (inner sheet metal) for at least 17 inches forward of the  
rear post stake/tail gate opening rails for the side pods to fit.   
This is the case for almost all full size pickup beds.  However,  
some aftermarket products such as drop in liners, or bed  
extenders and/or integrated OEM accessories, such as the  
RAM box may interfere.  Please refer to the installation  
instructions for the Premium AeroBox assembly for further  
information regarding how the AeroBox will work for your 
particular configuration.  

Accept no compromises, choose only quality truck bed accessories.

https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html



